2016 ALBANIA

HYRJA E LIRE

22 MAY - 5 JUNE
Tirana / Shkodra / Valbona / Vlora
Permet / Gjirokastra / Skrapar/ Erseka
The detailed program is available at:

facebook.com/environmentfest

www.effalbania.org

FREE ENTRANCE

Dear friends,
For the 4th year in a row, Albania becomes the meeting point of filmmakers committed to the environment.
Artists from Albania and the world bring to the Environmental Film Festival their focus towards the environment,
merging political and social boundaries, as environment itself is.
Through their creations, they not only bring an artistic piece of work, but also their perspectives and concerns on various
environmental realities. Through their sensitivity, these artists tend to impact public awareness, institutions and
organizations involved in environmental protection.
With pleasure, I notice that this year’s Environmental Film Festival has extended its range of activities beyond film
projections. Edition after edition, the environmental fora have increased, including Albanian and foreign experts, as well as
various informative sessions for the public of all ages.
This year’s forums, among others, bring to the public’s attention the role of women in environmental protection, the relation
between the environment and human health, biodiversity and climate change. They are a precious opportunity to unite the
voice of the best experts and civil society in the common mission towards the environment.
I am delighted that after decades of neglect, environment has become one of the main priorities of Albanian politics,
bringing on visible progress towards sustainable development, as well as global environmental challenges that Albania is
facing. Simultaneously, public awareness is tangibly increased, along with media attention towards every environmental
reality in our country.
This sensitivity that the Environmental Film Festival highlights in its every activity, I invite all of you to try to make a part of
your everyday life, bringing to mind that the environment is not just an element of life, but its very source. As such, it must
be guarded with outmost commitment and responsibility to pass it on to future generations!

Lefter Koka
Minister of Environment

Dear Albanian citizens,
I am delighted to present the fourth edition of the Environmental Film Festival in Albania from 22 May to 5 June 2016.
Our quality of life, our future, depends on our capacity to preserve our habitat, our culture, our air and water, our forest.
It is a global challenge. Protecting and promoting our environment and reducing climate change is not an option.
What is at stake is our survival, amongst many other species. The European Union takes a leading role globally in addressing
environmental protection, action on climate change, energy efficiency, raising awareness and promoting public consultation.
Here in Albania, in the Western Balkans and across the world, a safe environment can only improve our quality of life,
our health, our productivity, and our economy.
The Festival provides an excellent opportunity to witness global and local environment issues and to see and reflect how
solutions are found and how challenges are managed. Since the first Festival in 2013, it has greatly stimulated and improved
environmental awareness in Albania. As in previous years, the Festival is proud to offer time and space for filmmakers from
all over the Balkans to show their work. More than 70 movies were received from more than 40 countries.
I am particularly proud that there are many young Albanians involved in creating movies and animations.
This programme presents all the activities happening this year. As with the previous festivals, all activities are free and open
to all.The Festival is organised in 8 locations: Shkodra, Tirana, Vlora, Skrapar, Permet, Erseke, Gjirokaster and Valbona.
It will include morning projections for schools, and open air projections in evenings for all. Five conferences will present
the best EU and Albanian practices in terms of environmental awareness.
I trust that this fourth Festival will help provide you with ideas on how each of us can contribute to a better environment,
here in Albania and in the world, and thus participate in building a sustainable future for us all and for generations to come.
I wish you an excellent festival!

H.E. Mrs Romana Vlahutin

Head of European Union Delegation to Albania

Official Selection

Demain, France, 2015
Realisators : Cyril Dion, Mélanie Laurent
118 min
Faced with a future for which scientists have concerns, the film has the distinction of not giving in catastrophism.
Optimistically, it identifies initiatives that have proven themselves in ten countries around the world: concrete examples
of solutions to environmental and social challenges of the twenty-first century, be it agriculture, energy, economy, education
and governance.

Tirana :
2nd June, 5.30pm, Agimi Imperial Cinema
In the frame of the Ciné-club francophone

Reign of Silence, Austria/Germany, 2013
Realisator : Lukas Marxt
7 min
The conceptual reference to Land Art is obvious, and also to Robert Smithson´s iconic Spiral Jetty, which can be read
ironically. But Reign of Silence represents more than a kind of filmic memory of a passing moment.
The film not only documents something, it actually lays the filmic image over this landscape like a transparency,
as a second artistic medium, indicating something beyond it and expanding the perspective.

Tirana :
31st May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Seized, Austria, 2007
Realisator : Joerg Burger
40 min
“Seized” tells the story of Marijan Ahel, an engineer who for the past seven and a half years has manned a ship in Naples´
harbor which is no longer totally seaworthy. He´s using it, the Current Valetta, as a bargaining chip in a legal battle:
Its owner still owes him back pay for a year and a half of work at sea. Ahel must make sure that the ship doesn´t sink,
as his only chance of getting his money is to sell the freighter. In that case the claims of the seamen remaining
on board would have to be satisfied with the proceeds first.

Tirana :
4th June, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Market Sentiment, Austria/Estonia, 2007
Realisator : Barbara Musil
4 min
Market sentiment is an economic term which refers to an atmosphere which makes investors more or less likely
to put money into a certain area. In Estonia, formerly a part of the Soviet Union which became independent in 1991,
the current market sentiment is euphoric thanks to economically liberal laws. The lines are taken from actual real-estate
registers of Estonian land which has been sold or is currently for sale.

Tirana :
25th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Doñana, Four Seasons, Spain, 2013
Produced by Savitel
91 min
“Donana, four seasons”, is a documentary that reflects the daily life of this paradise, combining nature and tradition, beauty
and sustainability, passion and knowledge. Over a year the Savitel team has taken the pulse of the life of this nature reserve,
controlling its life beats and future National Park.

Tirana :
23rd May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Taste the Waste, Germany, 2010
Realisator: Valentin Thurn
92 min
The affluent societies live in the abundance: About half of all food lands in the garbage, mostly already before it has come to
the consumer. “Taste the Waste” researchs the causes of this waste and examines the results for the food for 7 billion people
and the consequences for the changing climate.

Tirana :
26th May, 7pm, Marubi
In the frame of the German Thursday Film

Tous au Larzac, France, 2011
Realisator : Christian Rouaud
118 min
“We’ve chosen the Larzac, because it’s an abandoned region.” - Michel Debré.
Marizette, Christiane, Pierre, Léon, and José... are some of the people, funny and moving, united together in a merciless struggle to
save their land. A determined and joyful fight, but one that is also very trying and dangerous. It all began in 1971, when the French
government, with Michel Debré, Head of the Defense Department, as spokesperson, decided to enlarge the Larzac military camp.

Tirana :
1st June, 7pm, Marubi
In the frame of the French Wednesday
Film

Bikes vs Cars, Sweden, 2015
Realisator : Fredrik Gertten
91 min
Bikes vs Cars depicts a global crisis that we all deep down know we need to talk about : climate, earth’s resources, cities
where the entire surface is consumed by the car. An ever-growing, dirty, noisy traffic chaos. The bike is a great tool for
change, but the powerful interests who gain from the private car invest billions each year on lobbying and advertising to
protect their business. In the film we meet activists and thinkers who are fighting for better cities, who refuse to stop riding
despite the increasing number killed in traffic.

Tirana :
2nd June, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Competition
Long Movies
Movies of more than 20 min,
coming from everywhere in the world!
Short Movies
Movies of less than 20 min, coming from everywhere in the world!
EFFA Lab
This lab aim to support realisators to produce movies in Balkan
on environmental subjects, offering them
for the first time a projection during a film festival!
EFFA Young Talents
Short movies in avant premiere from Balkan young realisators!

Jury
President of the Jury :
Iris Elezi ( Realisator – Screenwriter )

Members of the Jury :
Cristina Alvarez ( Journalist – Photograph )
Ema Andrea ( Actress )
Bas Berends ( UN in Albania )
Taulant Bino ( Albanian Ornithological Society )
Besar Likmeta ( Journalist at BIRN )
Irma Tako ( Slow Food Përmet )

International > 20 min

The e-waste Tragedy, France/Spain/UK, 2014
Realisator : Cosima Dannoritzer
86 min
Every year, up to 50 million tons of electronic waste - computers, television sets, mobile phones, household appliances are discarded in the developed world. 75% of this waste disappears from the legal recycling circuits, with much of it being
dumped illegally in the Third World, where it destroys landscapes and harms lives. This film takes the viewer on a journey of
investigation to Europe, China, Africa and the US and reveals a toxic global trade fuelled by greed and corruption.

Tirana :
30th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Baobabs : between Land and Sea, Madagascar, 2015
Realisator : Cyrille Cornu
55 min
Baobabs between Land and Sea is a documentary film relating a unique expedition to study the baobabs of Madagascar
and encountering the Vezo, one of last nomadic tribe of the sea. The narrative is based on strong ecological and scientific
message related to deforestation and disappearance of baobabs to aware the audience on urgency to save the giants
of the earth.

Tirana :
22nd May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Lonely Lake, Iran, 2015
Realisator : Mohammad Ehsani
46 min
This is a documentary about Critical Status of Lake Urmia in the North-West of Iran, which faces the danger of drying up.
The Lake has been the world’s second largest hyper saline lake after the Dead Sea.

Tirana :
2nd June, 8.00pm, Pedonale

The Vjosa Story, Slovenia, 2015
Realisator : Leeway Collective
30 min
A documentary about the last free flowing river in Europe. Wilderness, free flowing river, species diversity, simple and
loving people, exploring of the river valley, sleeping under the stars, whitewater kayaking and clear message why we have
to fight for the rivers…

Tirana :
23rd May, 8.00pm, Pedonale
Shkodra :
24th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale
Gjirokastër :
26th May, 8pm, Babameto House
Përmet :
27th May, 8.00pm
Skrapar :
30th May, 6pm, Cinema

The Anthropologist, USA, 2015
Realisators: Seth Kramer, Daniel A. Miller & Jeremy Newberger
80 min
At the core of The Anthropologist are the parallel stories of two women: Margaret Mead, who popularized cultural anthropology around the world; and Susie Crate, an environmental anthropologist currently studying the impact of climate
change. Uniquely revealed from their daughters’ perspectives, Mead and Crate demonstrate a fascination with how societies are forced to negotiate the disruption of their traditional ways of life, whether through encounters with the outside
world or the unprecedented change wrought by melting permafrost, receding glaciers, and rising tides.

Tirana :
25th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Moving to live!, Italy, 2015
Realisator : Marco Tessaro
30 min
A narrow natural corridor. A bridge uniting two worlds – the Alps and the Po plain – running in North Italy between the
Campo dei Fiori mountain range, Lake Maggiore, and the Ticino river valley. Unfortunately, it risks being interrupted forever
by human activities. Can a fragmented landscape be made whole again? The Life Trans Insubria Bionet targets the Insubria
ecological corridor in order to tackle this challenge.

Tirana :
22nd May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Waste Mandala, Italy/Nepal, 2015
Realisator : A. Bernard and P. Ceretto
53 min
From 2011, a group of volunteers started to collect the garbage from the Himalayan peaks and Holy Sites in Nepal. They
are Green Soldiers, the special army headed by Acut Gurung that, as in a Bollywood version of Don Quixote, carry out a
fight against windmills made of plastic, indifference, and loss of cultural identity. Inspired by that vision, the Green Soldiers
want to leave an indelible mark, to regain an ancient symbol starting exactly from what is considered as a scrap: a huge
Mandala.

Tirana:
27th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale
Përmet :
28th May, 8.00pm

Good Morning Taranto, Italy, 2014
Realisator : Paolo Pisanelli
85 min
Good morning Taranto is a tensional and passionate journey through an area surrounded by clouds of smog. An intoxicated city at an unsustainable level. Air, land and water all poisoned by the blasting furnaces of Ilva where coal is burned to
produce steel. Ilva is the largest steel plant in Europe, and was built right next to Taranto suburbs nearly fifty years ago. Its
inhabitants angers and dreams are accompanied by a nomadic intermittent radio, a digital cine-eye that marks the rhythm
of the film and follows the events occurring on the edge of reality.

Tirana:
28th, 8.00pm, Pedonale

EOHA, Montenegro, 2015
Realisator : Vladimir Perovic
22 min
In a timeless landscape that looks like the beginning of the creation, a shepherd communicates with his goats and sheep
the way he would do with people. Twenty or so different cries, screams, chirps, babbles, mumbles, whispers, whistles and
other ways of communicating, to a human ear might sound like an incomprehensible cacophony, but for these goats and
sheep it is a sign of agreement, a system, a language, a rhythmic sermon and a melody they look forward, understand and
obey… A perfect harmony between man, animals and nature…

Tirana:
3rd June, 8.30pm,
Nene Teresa Square

The Bird ranger, Netherlands, 2015
Realisator : Hans den Hartog
68 min
The work of bird rangers in European Nature Reserve “De Boschplaat” on Terschelling not merely consists of guarding the
reserve. Hosting, providing information, monitoring and making inventories are equally important. The last professional
bird ranger from Staatsbosbeheer, Oene de Jong, takes us on a journey into this extraordinary world, through a beautiful,
dynamic landscape.

Tirana :
24th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

DERT, Italy / Bosnia Herzegovina, 2015
Realisators : Mario Martone & Stefano Martone
62 min
DERT is about the cooperative Insieme and the friendship between Rada, Skender and Mario that made it possible together
with the net of supportive friendship that set up, through the borders, sharing common values. Twenty years after the tragic
events that upset Bosnia, DERT moves in the places of memory of a country marked by the war, but this is not a film on
victims and pain. It is the testimony of an extraordinary collective experience founded on dignity and work. It is an example
of cohabitation in spite of all the nationalisms.

Tirana :
4th June, 8.00pm,
Pedonale

Blue Gold, Italy, 2015
Realisators : Andrea Ferrante & Marco Gernone
39 min
The municipalities Salento opposed to prospecting requests with documentation signed by all mayors and subjected to EIA
(Environmental Impact Assessment). In spite of this, the Ministry has granted oil exploration permits in the sea of Salento
June 3, 2015. Tiziana Colluto, Salento reporter, investigates the case of oil exploration in its native land. The sea of Salento
is contended between its people and the black gold foreign giants. The same sea that has always given work to Angelico,
Tricase fisherman now retired. Blue Gold is a film about beauty and love for their own land that seeks to ask questions on an
affair yet dark.

Shkodra :
24th, 8.00pm, Pedonale
Tirana :
28th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Discovering Lindane, Spain, 2016
Realisator : Arturo Hortas
33 min
Between 1974 and 1992 Inquinosa produced 140,000 tons of toxic HCH waste that were buried in several uncontrolled
dumps in Sabiñánigo. Inquinosa produced LINDANE, a pesticide banned in the EU since 2000 and worldwide by the
Conference of the Parties of the Stockholm Convention in 2009.

Tirana :
29th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Life in Flames, Spain, 2015
Realisator: Manuel H. Martín
79 min
Andalucia, Spain. One of the world’s worst places to fight fire, where temperatures of up to 45°c meet with vast vegetation,
creating 50 meter walls of flames that threaten the whole region. ‘Life in Flames’ follows a team of elite firemen over the
course of a summer. Gustavo leads the team. He’s 41, at the peak of his career, and driven by one obsession - to keep his
men alive. One mistake, one wrong choice and someone dies.

Tirana :
31st May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Secrets of the Oceans: Climate Control, France, 2016
Realisators : Christophe Cousin, Michael Pitiot
51 min
When it comes to regulating global temperatures, forget the Amazon Rainforest. It’s the oceans that really deserve the title
of lungs of the planet. Their plankton provides us with oxygen. Their currents transport heat from the tropical regions to the
poles, acting as an air conditioner. They absorb almost a quarter of the carbon dioxide emitted annually. But so much of what
they do and exactly how they do it is still unknown. To gain a deeper understanding of the importance of oceans in regulating
our climate, we bring you four stories from four different corners of the world. From the seaborne lives of the Bajaus of Asia
to the scientific crew of the ‘Tara’ in Greenland. From the meteorological station in Siberia to the fishermen of the gulf-stream.

Tirana :
2nd June, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Banana Peels Cruise, Italy/France, 2013,
Realisator: Salvo Manzone
27 min
At Stromboli, Aimée, French-born Sicilian by adoption, has been fighting for years for a right waste management against
the local government. In this very small island near Sicily, it’s clear as the goodwill of the citizens could permit to realize
a proper waste separation and home composting.

Tirana :
25th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale
Shkodra:
25th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

International < 20 min

My Forest, France, 2013
Realisator : Sebastien Pins
7 min
With the view of a child, travel throughout the forest to discover its magic, its mysteries and its meetings.

Tirana :
27th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Fragment, France, 2015
Realisator : Sylvain Diserens
11 min
For wild animals, living means moving.
But the humans, with their buildings, fragment more and more their habitats.

Tirana :
23rd May, 8.00pm, Pedonale
Skrapar :
30th May, 6.00pm, Cinema

Tú no eres el más fuerte (You are not the strongest), Spain, 2016
Realisator : Emilio Yebra
1 min
A hunter is searching for a new trophy for his collection.

Part of the EFFA morning for kids
Tirana :
23rd May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Catatumbarí, Venezuela, 2015
Realisator : Oriana Contreras
7 min
Catatumbarí, is a day in Roque and Braulio´s life. When Roque, a fisherman that lives on Maracibo’s Lake listens in an old
radio that Catatumbo lightning is about to disappear decides to put aside his work and embarks with his son on a boat trip
and ride through natural landscapes to finally arrive and be witnesses when the light of their ancestors shines for the last
time, the same light that connects them with the origin of themselves and the world they live in.

Tirana :
22nd May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Apara, Portugal, 2014
Realisator : Ricardo Reis
7 min
Drop by drop a large container of water (slowly) starts to fill with water. “Apara the boy who comes and goes”, tells the story
of a boy in an African small village . The boy’s name is Apara. On the other side of the world lives Gideon, a boy of the same
age in a city where he has everything. Everything is close by to where Gideon lives. There is never a shortage of water.
Water flows freely from the taps. This tap that is always left to leak water. Wouldn’t the drops of water from that leaky
tap fill a large water container for Apara?

Tirana :
4th June, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Riverwalk 2015, Austria, 2015
Produced by Riverwalk
5 min
21 young adults (15-30 years old) from Austria, Italy and Slovenia started their journey on August 26th at Lake Cavazzo, following the King of the Alps - the majestic Tagliamento River. Hiking, paddling and cycling, within 2 weeks the group passed
mountains and borders, such as the one between Italy and Slovenia, accompanied also by Učja River and Soča River until
reaching Tolmin. The goal of the project was to raise awareness for the importance of protecting free-flowing rivers, explore
topics such as balancing renewable energy development and nature protection and living more sustainable,
energy saving lifestyles.

Përmet :
27th May, 8.00pm
Tirana :
29th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

The Fox of Shichigorosawa, Japan, 2015
Realisator : Yuki Koji & Sugihara Tune
14 min
Higashiyama, the home of the foxes, has become an illegal dumping ground. This results in the decrease of small animals,
which the mother fox relied on as prey to feed her children. The fox comes down from the mountains in search of food to feed
her children, and comes upon a human village. This story is told in the Ainu language, which has been deemed a critically
endangered language by UNESCO.

Part of the EFFA morning for kids
Tirana :
29th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Paraiso, Philippines, 2015
Realisator : Nash Ang
15 min
Paraíso is a “direct cinema” documentary film that follows the lives of child survivors one month after the tragedy of the
strongest typhoon ever recorded on earth, Super Typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines. We will see their struggles as they live
on and rebuild their lives in what was once their Paraiso,which is but a memory of tragedy and great loss.

Tirana :
31st May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

The Borders Of Glyphosate, Ecuador, 2016
Realisator : Arturo Hortas
14 min
Plan Colombia also affects Ecuador. Mass media has narrated many times the problem of fumigation with glyphosate
and other compounds to eliminate illegal coca crops, but we onlyhave few mews about the effect on the border area on the
Ecuadorian side. Glyphosate has no borders.

Tirana :
30th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

When the heron flies, France/South Korea, 2015
Realisator : Lionel Laget
18 min
In the demilitarized zone (DMZ), a North Korean soldier and a South Korean ornithologist young woman are lost
in admiration at a herons pair.

Tirana :
28th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Big Willow, USA, 2014
Realisator : Jared Katsiane
11 min
Can a young artist’s creativity save his favorite willow tree from construction?

Tirana :
22nd May, 8.00pm, Pedonale
Shkodra :
24th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Reborn, Brazil, 2015
Realisator : Leandro Cordeiro
8 min
A group of young farmers in Brazil create a spring protection project, making a simple action in the hope of environmental
preservation and awareness for the future.

Tirana :
3rd June, 8.30pm,
Nene Teresa Square

The Value of Forests, Montenegro, 2014
Produced by MFilm Montenegro
5 min
Forests are an essential part of the environment, and their functions and influences significantly affect the individual elements
of that environment.If we protect forests, we protect our lives. The term ‘sustainable forest management’ is commonplace
within the forestry profession. And if well implemented, financed and controlled, it represents a major pillar
for the maintenance of high ecological value of forests.

Tirana :
24th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale
Shkodra :
25th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale
Përmet :
28th May, 8.00pm

EFFA Lab

Wild Albania, Germany/Albania, 2015
Realisator : Cornelia Volk
44 min
Albania – a country full of secrets and undiscovered nature treasures: wild, untamed, inaccessible.
In varied landscapes continental and Mediterranean climate meet and create a unique biodiversity.
The spectacular Prokletije mountain range in the north with karst peaks up to 2,700 metres height and wide glacial troughs
are home to Albania’s heraldic bird – Shqiponjë – the Golden eagle.The film accompanies young eagles from hatching to
the first flight over the “Cursed Mountains”. Other parts of the country are discovered from the air, like through the eye of
the eagle: protected areas, where feral horses graze and brown bears search for food; deep canyons and turquoise rivers,
as well as the 362 kilometre long coastline with its sandy beaches, wetlands and lagoons. Here, European jackals roam, and
Dalmatian pelicans protect their young from predators by breeding on a muddy island.

Part of the EFFA morning for kids
Tirana :
24th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale
Shkodra:
25th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale
Gjirokastër :
26th May, 8.00pm, Babamento
House

Protected Areas in Albania, Albania, 2016
Produced by PPNEA
4 min
A short movie for the importance of the protected areas and the promotion of nature and cultural heritage of Albania.
The main aim of this movie is to inform and to raise awareness for the importance of the protected areas.

Part of the EFFA
morning for kids
Tirana:
23rd May, 8.00pm,
Pedonale
Shkoder:
24th May, 8.00pm,
Pedonale

The Olive, Montenegro, 2016
Realisator : Vuk Marković
16 min
‘’The Olive’’ is the narrative documentary about history of the Olive plant, how it arrived, how it was cultivated in Europe,
growing of the fruit, old way of production of olive oil (extra virgin). How the olive plant was treated and cultivated once
and how is treated now, sharing one strong ecological message.

Tirana:
3rd June, 8.30pm, Nene Teresa
Square

Pljevlja degradated-town, Montenegro, 2014
Realisator : Vaso Knežević
21 min
The movie shows a hotspot in Montenegro an ‘ecological country’. Such hotspot is a town, Pljevlja, on the north of the
country. A spot very popular because of its miner coal works and industry. This town is in a state of degrade, environment
and society equilibria are at risk. The town has the lowest population growth in the country although it detains as well the
biggest natural resources used selfishly.

Tirana :
28th May, 8.00pm,
Pedonale

Ritual of the city, Albania, 2016
Realisator : Bertrand Shijaku
5 min
Some people clean the city some others make it dirty just for living..…

Tirana :
27th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

The man (plastic), Albania, 2015
Realisator : Elton Baxhaku/ Eriona Çami
7 min
One afternoon of a Roma man arranging the collected plastic from the garbage. We follow this process showing
the hard-work and time needed for this process, which has defined Roma people as garbage people.

Shkodra :
25th May, 8.00pm,
Pedonale
Tirana :
30th May, 8.00pm,
Pedonale

Echoes from the Drin,
Albania/Montenegro/Kosovo/Macedonia/Greece, 2015
Produced by MIO-ECSDE
8 min
The Act4Drin short films triplet is all about enhancing public awareness on the vital benefits that watershed bodies, like the
“Extended Drin River Basin”, provide. They maintain healthy freshwater ecosystems, rich biodiversity, and robust ecosystem
services. The aim is to spur individuals into making the necessary changes and taking the needed actions, at individual or
community level, to protect and conserve their common natural heritage.

Shkodra :
24th May, 8.00pm,
Pedonale
Tirana :
2nd June, 8.00pm,
Pedonale

Ulcinj Salina, Montenegro, 2016
Produced by Center for protection and research
of birds of Montenegro
10 min
With its 1.500 hectares Ulcinj Salina is not only one of the largest salt flats in the Mediterranean. It is the most important
resting, breeding and wintering area for migratory birds on the eastern Adriatic coast. Salina is a part of the Bojana-Buna
River Delta, which, together with Lake Skadar, forms one of the richest biodiversity areas in the Mediterranean and Europe.

Tirana :
22nd May, 8.00pm,
Pedonale
Shkodra :
25th May, 8.00pm,
Pedonale

For the Balkans and the people will tell you now, but through the stories will find if it is possible to profit in Natura 2000 areas
and to help nature and how it is accepted by the society. Can it be calculate how much the preserved nature cost and the return of the rare Bulgarian breeds and how environmentalists are growing? We will walk on the path of the pure and delicious
food to our table. A film of the Mono collective and the project “For the Balkans and the people” filmed in the summer of 2015
in the Central and Western Balkan in several Natura 2000 areas, small farms and family businesses.
Preservation of local breeds, Bulgaria, 2015
Produced by Mono Collective & Bulgarian Biodiversity
Foundation
10 min
Tirana :
3rd June,
8.30pm,
Nene Teresa
Square

Nature and Business, Bulgaria, 2015
Produced by Mono Collective & Bulgarian Biodiversity
Foundation
13 min
Tirana :
23rd May,
9.30am, National
Museum
Skrapar :
30th May, 6pm,
Cinema

Support for farmers and beekeepers, Bulgaria, 2015
Produced by Mono Collective & Bulgarian Biodiversity
Foundation
10 min
Përmet :
27th May,
8.00pm
Tirana :
3rd June,
8.30pm, Nene
Teresa Square

Raising environmentalist, Bulgaria, 2015
Produced by Mono Collective & Bulgarian Biodiversity
Foundation
11 min
Tirana :
1st June,
8.00pm,
Pedonale

National park Sutjeska - dead capital or a laboratory in nature,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, 2015
Produced by Centar za životnu sredinu
8 min
‘’Battle of Sutjeska’’ is the campaign of Center for Environment that strongly opposes the construction of five small hydropower plants in our oldest National Park Sutjeska. Fourth year in a row we are working on this campaign and in that time we
got two court rulings in our favor (downed both Environmental Impact Assessments, for Sutjeska and Hrčavka rivers). One
of our biggest arguments is that those hydropower plants are not the public interest (as the authorities present it) and that
Park itself should be of public interest.

Tirana :
23rd May, 9.30am,
National Museum
24th May, 8.00pm,
Pedonale
Shkodra :
25th May, 8.00pm,
Pedonale
Përmet :
27th May, 8.00pm
Skrapar :
30th May, 6.00pm,
Cinema

EFFA Young Talents

Breath, Macedonia/Kosovo, 2016
Realisator : Guxim Klinaku
2 min
A young boy living in one of the most polluted cities in Europe. A short film that reveals his challenge of living between world
full of childish complexes caused by his sickness, and between the willing of playing his favorite sport.

Shkodra :
25th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale
Përmet :
27th May, 8.00pm
Tirana :
29th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale
Skrapar :
30th May, 6.00pm, Cinema

Breathing / Frymemarrje, 2015
Realisator : Nisma Vullnetare
3 min
This project aims to present the impact of atmospheric pollution from harmful gases to people’s everyday lives. Car gases
are listed among the most important causes for air pollution in urban areas. The short film shows not only the daily activity
of a runner but also the daily activity of other people too. Unable to run in an environment with fresh air, they are forced to
put on masks to protect their health. This mask serves as a symbol of rebellion against air pollution, but also informs people
that the air in urban areas is not healthy.

Shkodra:
24th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale
Tirana :
28th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Air Pollution of Pljevlja, Montenegro, 2015
Realisator : Tatjana Đurović
3 min
A short video clip on one of the biggest problem of the city in North Montenegro, Pljevlja : Air pollution.

Tirana :
8.00pm, Pedonale

Lumi Shkumbin, Albania, 2015
Produced by River Shkumbin Youth Activist Librazhd
3 min
We melted down some citizens heart by remembering them their time when they grow up in this
river and old of that nostalgic moments through the text and some images by that time. But where are we now?
We are at a critic moment for this river that is damaging everyday by trashes and sometimes even by hospital wastes.
We should react as soon as possible before its too late.

Tirana :
27th May, 8.00pm,
Pedonale
Skrapar :
30th May, 6.00pm,
Cinema

We are where we live, Albania, 2016,
Realisator : Kledia Nishani
6 min
We created “We are where we live” like the only way to show our real thoughts and feelings which are getting hurt day by
day from caresless people

Shkodra:
24th May, 8.00pm,
Pedonale
Gjirokastër:
26th May, 8.00pm,
Babamento House
Përmet:
27th May, 8.00pm
Tirana :
29th May, 8.00pm,
Pedonale

Think, Albania, 2016
Produced by Nisma Vullnetar
5 min
The movie “Think” tends to indicate parts detached from our daily life. The epicenter of the events is the environment,
especially the massive pollution caused by our irresponsibility and the impairment of important details, like the quality of life.

Shkodra:
25th May, 8.00pm,
Pedonale
Skrapar :
30th May, 6.00pm,
Cinema
Tirana :
1st June, 8.00pm,
Pedonale

IBA-s of Northwest, Albania, 2016
Produced by ASPBM
11 min
Albania encompasses a vast net of wetlands with high habitat and biological diversity. These natural systems support about
70% of the vertebrate fauna. The most biodiversity important wetlands are already included and proclaimed as Important
Bird Area (IBA) sheltering about 70 bird species; during winter migration these areas host a total population of 180,000 birds.
The major parts of the wetlands are located in the Adriatic Sea coastline.

Shkodra:
24th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale.
Tirana:
27th May, 8.00pm, Pedonale

Workshops & Conferences
During this 4th Edition of EFFA, different open forums will be held in Tirana, as well as in Shkodra and Vlora.
Forum will be organised with National and International experts.
•

Biodiversity

Shkodra, Fishing Association and Lake Shkodra Ranger offices. 22Nd May 10am
The occasion of this year Biodiversity Day, is taken to promote the importance of the
Shkodra Lake Nature Reserve and create awareness about the importance of the Protected Areas
in supplying eco system services (provisioning of food resources, particularly the tasty fish from Lake Shkodra).
At this purpose, the Regional Administration for Protected Areas at Shkodra in collaboration with the Shkodra
Fishing Association and the Municipality of Shkodra are organizing a series of event.
This activity is supported by the IPA-13 N2000 Project.
Tirana, National Museum, UNESCO room. 23Rd May 9.30am
A forum on Biodiversity will be held on 23rd of May, in the frame of the International Biodiversity day. On-going
projects implemented in Albania and in the region by international donors and NGOs will be presented to the
public. It will be also a great opportunity to underline the importance of the communication and movies
to preserve the biodiversity. This activity is supported by the IPA-13 IBECA project.
Vlora and Shkodra, EU Info Center. 24Th May 9am
Information session on Environment and Biodiversity for schools and public.

•

Women and Environment

Tirana, Polytechnic University. 26th May, 9.30am
In the frame of the EFFA session “Women and environment”, a forum is organised a the Polytechnic University, with presentation of on-going projects, as well as discussion about the role of Women in environment in Albania. This activity is
supported by the IPA-13 IBECA project.
Vlora and Shkodra, EU Info Center. 25Th May 9am
Information session on Women and Environment for schools and public.
•

Health and Environment

Tirana, Polytechnic University. 30Th May, 9.30am
In the frame of the EFFA session “Health and environment”, a forum is organised at the Polytechnic University,
with presentations of on-going projects, as well as discussion about major issues that is facing Albania on is EU accession.
This activity is supported by the IPA-13 IBECA project.
Vlora and Shkodra, EU Info Centers. 30Th May, 9am
Information session on Environment and Health for schools and public.
Tirana, 31st May, Diplomat Hotel, 10.00am (only on invitation)
The Inter-institutional Group against Environmental Crime will meet to discuss hospital waste/hazardous waste issues.
This activity is supported by the OSCE.

•

Climate change and Environmental Risks

Vlora, Internacionalja High School, 26th May, 10.30am
The Aarhus Information Centre in Vlora is organizing a simulation drill on emergency situation/ disasters in one of the high
schools to see the preparation, challenges and reaction of the authorities. This activity is supported by the OSCE.
Tirana, Polytechnic University. 1St June, 9.30am
In the frame of the EFFA session “Climate change and Environmental Risks”, a forum is organised a the Polytechnic
University, with presentation of on-going projects, as well as discussion about major issues that is facing actually Albania.
This activity is supported by the IPA-13 IBECA project.
Vlora, Municipal Hall (Salla e Mbledhjeve), 9th June, 10.00am
The Aarhus Information Centre in Vlora is organizing a consultation session in Vlora on the proper use and safety
measures linked with industrial accidents such as gas tanks explosions. This activity is supported by the OSCE.
•

Agriculture and Environment

Tirana, Polytechnic University. 3Rd June, 9.00am
In collaboration with the Terra Madre Festival, and the frame of the EFFA session “Agriculture and Environment”, a forum
is organised a the Polytechnic University, with presentation of on-going projects, as well as discussion about the richness
of Albania in term of sustainable agriculture. This activity is supported by the IPA-13 IBECA project.

Ad-hoc activities
•

NGO fair

On 22nd in the morning, an NGO fair will be organised on the pedonale.
Albanian civil society will have the opportunity to present their on-going activities in Albania.
•

Exhibition - Open-window on Albanian coasts

This exhibition is organized by the Conservatoire du littoral in partnership with the French Embassy in Albania,
the support of the Albanian delegation of European Union, and in the framework of the cooperation program with
Albanian National Coastal Agency. Since 2006, the photographer Louis-Marie Préau accompany the cooperation
projects led by the Conservatoire in the Mediterranean. He aims, through his photos, to promote the necessity
to preserve coasts and islands of the Mediterranean by highlighting the diveristy of its fauna, flora and its landscapes, as well as the pressures existing on these fragile territories. Louis-Marie Préau went on Albanian coasts
in 2014 at the request of the Conservatoire du littoral, in the framework of a regional project supported by the
French-GEF and the Mediterranean Small islands Initiative (PIM Initiative). He came back with the photos here
presented within this exhibition.
•

Art contest ‘Think NaturAL’, a serious humor for nature in Albania

‘Think NaturAL’ is the art competition opened 1- 25 May calling for the opinion of the young on the relation between humans and nature. Interested participants should be 14-19 years old and send their satiric or humoristic
drawing on A3 format (possible techniques: ink, ballpen, pencil, charcoal) that calls for biodiversity conservation
according to the five themes defined by the Environmental Film Festival Albania. The shortlisted drawings will
be displayed at the Youth Tirana Rinore space in Tirana 30 May-3 June for public voting and the winners will be
awarded during the EFFA closing ceremony. The competition is organized by the IPA funded Project Natura 2000
in collaboration with the NGO Greenline aiming to raise awareness of the general public on the importance of
biodiversity conservation and protected areas in Albania. More information on the contest can be found on
www.natura.al.

•

Visit of Dajti, 22nd May

Activity is supported by the Czech Embassy and implemented by REC Albania
The Czech Embassy, in collaboration with the Dajti Alpino Touristic, is offering a great day of discovery
in the National Park of Dajti.
• Start: for alpinist group 8:30 - Gurore for the rest of guests
9:30 - Cableway Dajti Express, bottom station, Tirana
10:00 - gathering for the hiking tour – at the field of the Dajti Express Cableway upper station, Dajti NationPark
10:05 - start of the tour
1. for alpinists and adults - trail to Tujani Peak and back
2. for families with children and others - Dajti Ring trail to the viewpoint and back with the possibility
to monitor the marking of the trail
13:00 - picnic of the participants on the meadow near the Dajti Express Cableway upper station.
Note: Juices, beer and a basket of food will be offered during the picnic by organizers.
•

Albanian Climbing Festival, 17-19th, Përmet

Activity organised by Rock Tirana
This year , the second edition of Albanian Climbing Festival will take place in the picturesque town of Përmet on the 27th29th of May, 2016! The City Stone could not acquire the attention of the climbers in this area. The last weekend of May will
combine many activities such as climbing, of course, but not only because there will be slacklining , waterlining , rafting,hiking, paragliding and the mornings will start with yoga. Join the festival where outdoor activities are combined with
music with an awesome party!
•

Round table of Environmental NGOs, 24th May, 10am, Tirana

The challenges for the EU integration process seen from an environmental point of view” with the participation of the Mrs.
Dewi van de Weerd Ambassador of the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Tirana.

•

Eco-Alternative Art, 4-5th June, Tirana

Eco Alternative Arts is back with the 4th edition of Eco Fashion Show featuring environmental responsibility,
social involvement, awareness and education through creativity in recycling art.
This is a social conscious creative gathering for an evening of eco fashion in Tirana city, showcasing styles made of daily waste we collect from our daily consumption. An Eco Fair with creations of many artists is also organized during this
event.
This is an opportunity for everyone to meet eco creators, artists, exchange, develop and support further Tirana’s city
recycling and upcycling art.
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